Read each statement. Identify if the number used is a cardinal or ordinal.

1) The toyshop had 18 dolls on display.  
   - Cardinal
   - Ordinal

2) This is the 6th time Peter is visiting the zoo.  
   - Cardinal
   - Ordinal

3) Sam is in the fifth grade.  
   - Cardinal
   - Ordinal

4) There are 25 chocolates in Fiona’s bag.  
   - Cardinal
   - Ordinal

5) Kate ate four pieces of bread.  
   - Cardinal
   - Ordinal

6) Carol is sitting in the third row.  
   - Cardinal
   - Ordinal

7) It’s the seventh of March today.  
   - Cardinal
   - Ordinal
Read each statement. Identify if the number used is a cardinal or ordinal.

1) The toyshop had 18 dolls on display. ☑ Cardinal
   ☐ Ordinal

2) This is the 6th time Peter is visiting the zoo. ☑ Cardinal
   ☑ Ordinal

3) Sam is in the fifth grade. ☑ Cardinal
   ☑ Ordinal

4) There are 25 chocolates in Fiona's bag. ☑ Cardinal
   ☐ Ordinal

5) Kate ate four pieces of bread. ☑ Cardinal
   ☐ Ordinal

6) Carol is sitting in the third row. ☑ Cardinal
   ☑ Ordinal

7) It's the seventh of March today. ☑ Cardinal
   ☑ Ordinal